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Abstract
Bitto is an Alpine fat cheese whose history is linked to transhumance, the seasonal droving of cattle
between the lowlands in winter and the high mountain pastures (alps) in summer carried out by
caricatori d’alpe (those who would ‘load’ alps with cattle from various owners, taking care of
milking cows and producing cheese). Both the cheese and its place of birth, the Bitto Valleys, owe
their name to the Bitto creek, a small tributary to the Adda river that crosses the municipalities of
Gerola and Albaredo in Valtelline (Sondrio province, Lombardy). In 1995, the cheese was
recognised with a Protected Denomination of Origin (PDO). The PDO product specification allowed
for more industrial production methods and an extension of the production area. This resulted in
tensions from producers from the Bitto Valleys who felt their more heritage-consistent production
methods were not sufficiently valorised by the PDO consortium. These ‘Bitto Rebels’ tried to use
the name ‘Historical Bitto’ but were legally prevented from doing so since the product specifically
did not allow to differentiate products within the PDO based on area of origin or production
methods. The ongoing conflict – the ‘Bitto war’ – lasted until 2016, when the Rebels, with the
support of Slow Food, declared the death of the Historical Bitto and renamed it Storico Ribelle
(Historical Rebel), founding a new consortium. Thanks to their highly mediatised secession, Rebels
were able to raise awareness about their production methods resulting in higher consumer
willingness-to-pay. The case of Bitto is remarkable as it highlights high geographical indications –
which are intellectual property rights intended to favour heritage product producers, can generate
inequalities and exclusions. It also shows how mediatised conflict and alternative
commercialisation networks can successfully valorise heritage products from peripheral areas and
contribute to their safeguarding.
Il Bitto è un formaggio grasso alpino la cui storia è legata alle pratiche della transumanza delle
mandrie di bestiame dalle valli in inverno agli pascoli di montagna d’estate di cui si occupavano i
cosiddetti caricatori d’alpe, coloro che ‘caricavano’ gli alpeggi con le mandrie di diversi proprietari,
prendendosi cura delle bovine da latte e producendo il formaggio. Sia il formaggio che il suo luogo
di origine, le Valli del Bitto, prendono il nome dal torrente Bitto, un piccolo tributario del fiume
Adda che attraversa i comuni di Gerola e Albaredo in Valtellina, nella provincia di Sondrio in
Lombardia.Nel 1995, al Bitto viene riconosciuta una Denominazione di Origine Protetta (DOP). Il
relativo disciplinare di produzione consente l’adozione di metodi di produzione più industrializzati
e l’estensione dell’area di produzione ben oltre i confini delle valli del Bitto. Ne risultano tensioni
dovute al fatto che i produttori di tali aree sentivano che i propri metodi di produzione, più in linea
con la tradizione, fossero sufficientemente valorizzati dal consorzio di tutela della DOP, il quale
ostacola legalmente il tentativo dei cosiddetti ‘Ribelli del Bitto’ di promuovere i loro prodotti come
‘Bitto Storico’ grazie al fatto che tale possibilità non è prevista dal disciplinare di produzione della
DOP. Il conflitto – la ‘guerra del Bitto’ – dura fino al 2016, anno in cui i Ribelli con il supporto di Slow
Food escono definitivamente dal Consorzio, fondano una nuova organizzazione, dichiarano
pubblicamente la morte del Bitto Storico e annunciano il nuovo nome del proprio formaggio, Storico
Ribelle. Grazie a questa secessione altamente mediatizzata, i Ribelli riescono ad aumentare la
notorietà dei loro metodi di produzione, con un conseguente aumento della disponiilità a pagare da
parte del consumatore. Il caso del Bitto è notevole in quanto mostra come le indicazioni geografiche,
pur essendo diritti di proprietà intellettuale intesi a tutelare i produttori tradizionali, possono
generare situazioni di diseguaglianza tra produttori fino ad escluderne alcuni dai benefici risultanti
dalla maggior tutela legale. Il caso mette anche in luce come i conflitti mediatizzati e le reti di
commercializzazione alternative possono contribuire alla valorizzazione dei prodotti tradizionali
delle aree periferiche, contribuendo così alla loro salvaguardia.
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1. Introduction
Bitto is an Alpine fat cheese whose history is linked to transhumance, the seasonal droving of
cattle between the lowlands in winter and the high mountain pastures (alps) in summer carried
out by caricatori d’alpe (those who would ‘load’ alps with cattle from various owners, taking
care of milking cows and producing cheese). Both the cheese and its place of birth, the Bitto
Valleys, owe their name to the Bitto creek, a small tributary to the Adda river that crosses the
municipalities of Gerola and Albaredo in Valtelline (Sondrio province, Lombardy). In 1995, the
cheese was recognised with a Protected Denomination of Origin (PDO). The PDO product
specification allowed for more industrial production methods and an extension of the
production area. This resulted in tensions from producers from the Bitto Valleys who felt their
more heritage-consistent production methods were not sufficiently valorised by the PDO
consortium. These ‘Bitto Rebels’ tried to use the name ‘Historical Bitto’ but were legally
prevented from doing so since the product specifically did not allow to differentiate products
within the PDO based on area of origin or production methods. The ongoing conflict – the ‘Bitto
war’ – lasted until 2016, when the Rebels, with the support of Slow Food, declared the death of
the Historical Bitto and renamed it Storico Ribelle (Historical Rebel), founding a new
consortium. Thanks to their highly mediatised secession, Rebels were able to raise awareness
about their production methods resulting in higher consumer willingness-to-pay. The case of
Bitto is remarkable as it highlights high geographical indications – which are intellectual
property rights intended to favour heritage product producers, can generate inequalities and
exclusions. It also shows how mediatised conflict and alternative commercialisation networks
can successfully valorise heritage products from peripheral areas and contribute to their
safeguarding.
2. Methodological Procedures
The Bitto case was based on published work on its history (Corti and Ruffoni, 2009; Corti, 2011,
2015; Grasseni, 2011, 2012) as well as news stories and other material appeared in the press
and on online sources. Overall, we gathered 217 news stories appeared in the period 20032018 on the national and local press, as well as on selected online portals that followed the Bitto
wars. We also analysed the heritage Bitto promotional website, Facebook page, blog, Instagram
channel (#storicoribelle), as well as video-interviews given by the rebels and publicly available
on youtube and other channels. We supplemented these sources with ethnographic
observations of Bitto Rebel’s promotional activities carried out by D. Rinallo during two trade
fairs organised by the Slow Food movement, namely Cheese (Bra, near Turin, 15-18 September
2017) and Salone del Gusto (Turin, 20-24 September 2018), where we also gathered relevant
printed promotional material. We also analysed TripAdvisor reviews of the Bitto Centre in
Gerola. Finally, we gathered information about sales prices of Bitto cheese from a variety of
sources, including visits to retailers’ online and offline sites. These data were supplemented by
interviews with some of the Bitto rebels during trade fairs and events.
3. Cultural and Historical Background
The Bitto Valleys (so-called because they are crossed by the Bitto creek) are situated in the
municipalities of Gerola Alta (171 inhabitants) and Albaredo per San Marco (304 inhabitants)
in Valtellina, Lombardy, in the territory of the Parco delle Orobie Valtellinesi (the Park of
Valtellina’s Orobic Mountains). The Valley gives the name to the eponymous cheese, which has
been known for centuries as one of Valtellina’s excellences. Bitto is a high mountain pastures’
cheese produced during the summer with a mixture of predominantly cow milk to which a small
percentage of goat milk is added. Since the fifth century, Bitto cheese is cited in different
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documents: it is mentioned in the list of "things you can eat and drink" in Italy made by
Hortensius Lando in the sixteenth century, and sales of Bitto cheese wheels are annotated in
the book of the “Hosteria Granda di Tirano”’ (Valtellina’s most qualified hotel of the time), dated
1630. The excellence of Bitto is also underlined in the Italian agriculture inquiry made by
Stefano Jacini in the mid-nineteenth century, and Bitto was chosen as the representative
product of the Valtellina territory during the national exhibition celebrating the unification of
Italy (Florence, 1861). A Bitto collective presentation was also part of the 1906 Milan Expo.
In 1907, the first edition of the Morbegno dairy fair, entirely dedicated to Bitto and ‘Bitto-like’
cheeses, took place. The presence of different Bitto cheese categories at the fair brought to light
tensions and conflicts still present to this day. Bitto-like cheese was produced with similar
techniques in high mountain pasture areas bordering the Bitto Valleys. The admission of both
varieties in fact masked differences in places of origin and production processes, giving birth to
the lasting battle linked to the origin of the product (see Figure 1 for a timeline of key events).
Figure 1 – Bitto: Timeline of key institutional events

Source: Our elaborations.
In 1908, the Società dei Caricatori d’Alpi di Morbegno (Morbegno’s Society of Caricatori d’Alpi)
was constituted. Thanks to the financial support of the Ministry of Agriculture, the society
carried out important activities such as the building of a casera (a storage unit for the ageing of
cheese, open to all associates) and various promotional initiatives that contributed to the Bitto’s
renown. The society was active until the years before WWII, when the management of the
casera was taken over by the municipality of Morbegno.
In 1970, a Voluntary Bitto Cheese Consortium was constituted in Morbegno, with the support
of Gerola’s Pro Loco (a local non-profit association for local economic development and
promotion). Composed of fifteen members, the Consortium defined the borders of the area of
production, started branding the cheese wheels with the Bitto name, and reintroduced
Morbegno’s dairy fair. The Consortium represented a first attempt to create a collective brand
for Bitto, even if, due to the voluntary nature of the organisation, production methods were
entrusted to the member’s good faith rather than based on legally binding guidelines.
Participation to the fair was initially open to Consortium members only, but was later extended
to other cheese producers.
During the 1970s, the overall production of Bitto (and Bitto-like) cheese started decreasing as
a result of the modernization processes affecting mountain life. Compared to the beginning of
the century, the number of high mountain pastures went down by 45% and the production
decreased by 35%. In those years, the number of Bitto-dedicated pastures was 65, distributed
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among 16 municipalities located in the lower Valtellina, and the total production amounted to
1,500 tons, of which about the 80% came from the original and historical area of production. At
the time, no Bitto producers were found in the neighbouring Valchiavenna. The drop in
production in the original territory and the general crisis of high mountain pastures’ cheese
probably contributed to a further expansion of the Bitto production area.
In this context, in 1983 the collective brand Valtellina was created by the Chamber of
Commerce, Agriculture and Industry (CCIA) of Sondrio. The brand included under its umbrella
various denominations such as Bitto, which indicated only cheeses produced in the Bitto
Valleys, Valtellina d’Alpe, to be used for cheese made in other summery high mountain pastures;
Casera, a cheese produced throughout the year; and Scimudin, a soft cheese. While the area of
production of all these cheeses corresponded to the entire Sondrio province, the production’s
territories of Bitto were strictly identified with the historical municipalities. The distinction
implemented between Bitto and other high mountain pasture fat cheeses underlined the
excellence of the former and the cultural value of the original Bitto production.
The Consortium promoted the development of the Bitto Producers Cooperative, which bought
wheels from producers and handled their aging, and started the process to obtain a PDO
recognition. At the same time, it encouraged the extension of Bitto’s production area to the
entire province of Sondrio, promoting the transfer of knowledge related to Bitto production to
other areas of Valtellina and the nearby Valchiavenna (where Bitto-like cheese had not been
previously produced). In April 1995, Bitto obtained the PDO status; as a result, the new
Consortium of Valtellina Casera and Bitto (hereafter CTCB) was founded.
The approved product specification introduced significant changes to traditional Bitto making
processes.
- First, the PDO guidelines enlarged the production area to the entire Sondrio’s province
(see Figure 2), removing the distinctions previously made under the Valtellina brand;
this extension was justified with the idea that it would have been hard to obtain a PDO
protection given the small volumes of heritage Bitto production.
- Second, production process did not require production in Alpine pastures during the
summer. Traditionally, Bitto was produced with warm milk within 30 minutes of
milking. The specification allowed for its refrigeration and transportation to lowland
dairies.
- It did not specify the cow and goat breeds from whose milk the cheese was to be made.
As a result, the provisions in the product specification did not contributed to the
safeguard of less productive but autochthonous Brown Alpine cow and Orobic goat.
- Finally, the percentage of goat milk allowed was reduced from the traditional 20-30%
to 10% only, with an option of not using goat milk at all.
- PDO specifications also permitted the use of animal fodder and enzymes and introduced
various other provisions that overall represented a remarkable deviation from tradition.
The PDO provisions reflected a balance of power in favour of the producers localised outside of
the Bitto Valleys who, thanks to the renown of Bitto, were able to better market their cheese.
Indeed, thanks to the new specifications, in the years that followed the production of the
Consortium increased and the numbers of Bitto wheels went from 5,700 in 1996 up to 27,000
in 2004, and since 2009 has consistently remained in the 20,000 wheels range. Some Bitto
Valleys producers, however, were not happy with the new specification. In 1994, they founded
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a Bitto Committee to safeguard the historical production method and area. The following year,
the Rebels (as they started being known) did not take part in the Morbegno fair, to denounce
the lack of a cheese contest category especially dedicated to ‘historical’ Bitto. Slow Food sided
with the Rebels who, in 2002, had turned the Bitto Committee into the Società Produttori Valli
del Bitto (Bitto Valleys Producer Society), and in 2003 established with 16 producers the
Historical Bitto Presidium. In 2003, the Società Valli del Bitto Trading spa (Bitto Valleys Trading
Stock Company) was constituted to buy cheese at fair prices from producers and takes care of
commercialisation; the stock company form was chosen to facilitate the acquisition of
shareholders (only members of the Bitto supply chain would have been able to join a
cooperative). From the perspective of Slow Food, Bitto was an emblematic case of the battle the
movement was conducting against mainstream agrobusiness producers. By supporting the
Rebels, Slow Food was thus advancing its own institutional goals by showing that a rebellion
was indeed possible, thus inspiring other smaller producers to do the same.
Figure 2– Evolution of Bitto production area (1970-1995)

Left: production area defined by the Voluntary Consortium (1970). Middle: area outlined by the
Valtellina brand (1983). Right: Protected Denomination of Origin (PDO) area (1995).
Source: https://puntoponte.wordpress.com/2015/02/07/il-bitto-storico-comunita-dipratica-storia-locale-economia-territoriale/
In 2004, a truce was called: Rebels obtained to compete alone in an especially dedicated cheese
contest category at the Morbegno fair, and were allowed to differentiate their products through
a Bitto Valli del Bitto (Bitto Valleys’ Bitto) label. The relationship between CTCB and the Rebels
kept however being tense. In 2005, increasingly supported by the public opinion, the Rebels
abandoned the Consortium, to be back in 2007 in occasion of the centenary anniversary of the
Morbegno fair. The same year, the Società Valli del Bitto Trading spa created a casera (cheese
storage facility) on a site owned by the municipality of Gerola with a privately funded
investment of €300,000. The on-again/off-again relationship continued for various years. In
October 2009, the Rebels got fined by the Ministry for Agricultural, Alimentary and Forestry
Policies for an amount of €60,000 for not having undergone the PDO controls and for the
‘usurpation’ of the Bitto protected denomination. Commentators considered the situation
paradoxical: producers using traditional methods and localised in the Bitto Valley were no
longer allowed to use the Bitto trademark for their cheese. In 2010, the Consorzio Salvaguardia
Bitto Storico (Consortium for the Safeguard of Historical Bitto) was created. In 2014, the
Consortium and the CTCB announced a “Bitto peace” in occasion of the Expo 2015 in Milan:
with the support of the CCIA of Sondrio, the two consortia signed an agreement that recognised
the existence of two different production models and presented themselves together at EXPO
2015 and other promotional events such as the Morbegno fair and the Salone del Gusto in Turin.
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The “Bitto peace” did not however last long. During the negotiations with the PDO, mediated by
the CCIA of Sondrio and the Lombardy Region, the Rebels also asked for a public contribution
to compensate the private investments they had sustained to build the casera in Gerola, which
was denied. In 2016, confronted with the lack of changes in the PDO specifications and the risks
of new fines related to the use of the Bitto name, again with the support of Slow Food the Rebels
declared the so-called Bittexit. The Consortium pronounced Historical Bitto dead (see Figure 3)
and in September, in occasion of the Salone del Gusto, adopted a new trademark, “Historical
Rebel”. At the end of 2016, the Valli del Bitto Trading Spa was turned in a benefit corporation
(a new legal form established in Italy at the beginning of the year, whose goal is to benefit
society and the environment) under the new name of Società Valli del Bitto spa benefit. To date,
the Rebel consortium involves 12 heritage producers all of whom supply their products – a total
of 3,000 wheels – to the Valli del Bitto Benefit Spa (trad. Bitto Valleys Benefit Stock Company).
In contrast, the PDO consortium includes 55 producers for a total of about 19,580 wheels.
Figure 3 – Declaration of Historical Bitto’s Death

Source: https://ribellidelbitto.blogspot.fr/
4. The main actors and their supporters
During its history, Bitto has been at the centre of various networks and coalitions of collective
actors, supported by local/provincial governments and other stakeholders – sometimes
cooperating, more often in conflict.
The Consortium of Valtellina Casera and Bitto (CTCB), constituted in 1995 when the PDO label
was obtained, has the institutional goal of protecting and promoting Valtellina cheeses. It is
composed by breeders, cheese makers, and dairies from the whole province of Sondrio. Most of
the cheesemaker produce Bitto in the summer and Casera the rest of the year, when the cattle
are back from the high-mountain pasture – for this reason, the Consortium safeguards both
varieties of cheeses. The consortium is supported by the CCIA (Chamber of Commerce, Industry
and Agriculture of Sondrio) and the Colavev (Consortium of Valtellina and Valchiavenna
dairies). Two production models co-existed for Bitto: a traditional one directly produced on
high-mountain pastures as they used to do in the past, and a dairy-produced one, where the
milk comes refrigerated from high-mountain pastures from different breeders. Often, in these
situations, producers decide for a PDO product specification allowing to express differences in
production (for example, between cheese made by individual cheesemakers at high-mountain
pastures and dairy cheese). This did not happen in the case of Bitto.
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The producers who came to be known as the Rebels were part of CTCB for a long time, and it
took several years of tensions and conflicts to decide that remaining within this collective
organisation was no longer possible. The Consorzio per la Salvaguardia dello Storico Ribelle
(Consortium for the Safeguarding of Historical Bitto) today represents the Rebels’ collective
organisation. The consortium manages the Casèra of Gerola Alta, namely the maturing cellar
where the aging of the cheese wheels is controlled and certified by the members. The
Municipality of Gerola, owner of the Casera site, is an important stakeholder that has provided
to Bitto Rebels the use of the venue for free.
The Consortium is the expression of geographically concentrated production cluster that aims
to protect traditional cheesemaking practices in the Bitto Valleys. Today, it counts 12
producers. During many years, the founders and members of this producer collective have
taken risks moved by great passion and enthusiasm for a product recognized as a symbol of
their land, which was disappearing in its original form. The Slow Food movement has from the
beginning supported the Rebels’ cause and has played an important role in the commercial
valorisation of the heritage Bitto cheese (establishment of the Presidium, visibility at national
and international fairs and events such as Cheese!, Salone del Gusto, Expo 2015). For Slow Food,
the Rebels’ activities are a model of resistance to mainstream agrobusiness approaches to
agriculture and food production, and as a source of inspiration for other producers. Access to
the Slow Food network allowed the Rebel to exit an organisation that did not safeguard and
valorise their more traditional production methods.
The Società Valli del Bitto Trading spa (Bitto Valleys’ Trading Stock Company) was constituted
in 2003 with the aim to facilitate the commercialisation of Bitto Storico; the stock company
form was chosen to facilitate the acquisition of shareholders. The Society buys Bitto wheels
from producers at fair prices and takes care of their storage and ripening. In its storage facility
in Val Gerola, the Society stores approximately 3,000 wheels. Every year, approximately 1,000
wheels are bought in September from Historical Bitto cheesemakers at a transparent price of
€15-16/Kg.
The Society has an original subscribed capital of €450,000 and its business model is based on
the subscription of shares of varying amounts, from €150 to €20,000 (see Figure 4). Today it
counts 5 producer shareholders out of 12 heritage producers, and 110 non-producer
shareholders such as consumers and external actors. Despite the company’s operating losses,
the number of shareholders is increasing every year showing how the capital subscription is
mostly motivated by ethical and cultural rather than economic, considerations. This is an
interesting financing model that builds on the public opinion goodwill for the Rebels’ cause.
In December 2016, the legal form of the Society was changed into a benefit corporation, which
is for profit companies whose primary goal is to generate a positive social and environmental
impacts. In fact, the term ‘trading’ in the previous company name had long troubled producers
and other stakeholders, as it recalled financial speculations. The new name, Società Valli del
Bitto Benefit spa is considered more in line with the company’s institutional goal to preserve
the Bitto Valley’s cheese heritage.
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Figure 4 - Historical Bitto Share Form

Source: Documents available at https://www.formaggiobitto.com/en/societa/shareholders
5. The image impact of the Bitto war and its impact on the price of Historical Rebel Bitto
The Bitto war received a heightened media visibility (see two examples in Figure 5), which
contributed not only to increase consumer awareness of, and curiosity towards, a cheese
named Bitto – but also of the fact that there were important differences in production areas and
methods between a small group of small, traditional producers and a majority of others who
were deviating from tradition in important manners. The Rebels represented themselves as the
positive heroes of a story increasingly supported by journalists, intellectuals, and more in
general the public opinion. An online petition to safeguard traditional Bitto obtained in 2008
more than 3,500 signatures. The CTCB (and its supporting institutions) were instead framed as
the negative heroes of the story – the ‘bad guys’. The fact that heritage producers localised in
the Bitto Valleys could no longer legally use the Bitto trademark was typically felt as an injustice
and a paradox, contributing to cast an aura of sympathy to the Rebels.
An important element of the Rebel’s storytelling strategy is the Bitto Centre in Gerola (see
Figure 6). Hosting the casera, a point of sale and a small restaurant, the Centre serves as an
experiential showcase and a living reminder of the Bitto wars and the values Historical Rebel
stands for. Tripadvisor reviews are extremely positive: the Centre is considered a “rampart”
and a “sanctuary” of the one true Bitto (“beware of imitations”), safeguarded thanks to the
Rebels that fought the manoeuvrings of larger producers. The casera, with its thousands of
aging wheels of Bitto, is often deemed “spectacular” and able to create a sensorial and emotional
involvement with the product. The staff, too, is appreciated for the passion and enthusiasm with
9

which they tell the story of Bitto and its production methods. Product tastings complete the
experience and allow for a greater sensorial appreciation of differences in Bitto of different ages
and from different pastures.
Figure 5 - Articles appeared in Italian newspapers

Sources: https://www.ilgiorno.it/sondrio/cronaca/bitto-formaggio-1.2536638;
http://gazzagolosa.gazzetta.it/2016/07/11/bitto-storico/
An important element of the Rebel’s storytelling strategy is the Bitto Centre in Gerola (see
Figure 6). Hosting the casera, a point of sale and a small restaurant, the Centre serves as an
experiential showcase and a living reminder of the Bitto wars and the values Historical Rebel
stands for. Tripadvisor reviews are extremely positive: the Centre is considered a “rampart”
and a “sanctuary” of the one true Bitto (“beware of imitations”), safeguarded thanks to the
Rebels that fought the manoeuvrings of larger producers. The casera, with its thousands of
aging wheels of Bitto, is often deemed “spectacular” and able to create a sensorial and emotional
involvement with the product. The staff, too, is appreciated for the passion and enthusiasm with
which they tell the story of Bitto and its production methods. Product tastings complete the
experience and allow for a greater sensorial appreciation of differences in Bitto of different ages
and from different pastures.
By highlighting functional differences and symbolically connoting their Bitto with tradition and
resistance to mainstream agribusiness practices, Rebels were also able to legitimise the price
differences between their version of Bitto and the Consortium’s: “Behind these prices is the
consecration of the difference between the industrial cheese of ferments and milk powder, and
the cheese of master cheese makers, a difference unclear so far because the agrifood system did
not want to make it known" (Corti, 2015). Tripadvisor reviews of Bitto Centre visitors mostly
agree on the fact that heritage Bitto is “worth its price” once the production costs are
considered, since “quality has its price”. Today, on the Rebel’s online store, the price of
Historical Rebel is around €35/kg for fresh Bitto (year 2018) which goes up to €50/kg (year
2017) and €120 (year 2010). Some of the most aged wheels of historical Bitto have been
auctioned over the years for record prices: in 2011, three wheels made in 1997, 1998 and 1999
were sold for a total of €6,000; in 2012, Bitto aged 15 years was sold at €247/Kg; in 2015, a
wheel of 15 years had been sold for €163/kg; in 2018, a wheel of 18 years was sold for €12,000.
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These record prices, which earned heritage Bitto the title of one of the most expensive cheeses
in the world, contribute to highlight its uniqueness but also to justify prices respect to PDO
Bitto, whose retail price is in the range €12-22€/Kg.
Figure 6 – Aging Historical Rebel wheels at the Bitto Centre Casera

Source: https://www.facebook.com/StoricoRibelle/
Like other Slow Food Presidia products, Historical Rebel can be criticised for its high price,
which according to some represents an elitist approach to food production, since only a market
niche of wealthy consumers can afford to taste it. Bitto Rebels respond to these complaints by
leveraging on a fair trade logic that also considers the social and environmental externalities of
other production models. The response to a Bitto Centre customer complaining against the
outrageous price of Bitto in a Tripadvisor review was: “what is a right price? It’s one that allows
a producer to obtain an adequate compensation for his work, . . . for the respect of traditions
and the environment. An “absurd” or “crazy” price is one that is too low, so inexpensive to be
unsustainable”. Notably, the Società Valli del Bitto benefit spa pays its associate producers a
wholesale price of €16/kg, which is remarkably higher than the one for PDO Bitto (in the range
of €8-12/kgs, personal communication, 2018). A study carried out by Slow Food (2013, 2014)
further reinforces promotional claims that heritage Bitto is characterised by high level of
environmental, social and cultural sustainability. Even the change in name and legal form of the
Società Valli del Bitto benefit spa in 2016 contributed to signal the ethical mission of the
company.
The market confusion between the two Bitto cheeses is however far from being dispelled. News
article or social media posts about Historical Rebel sometimes report pictures of PDO Bitto. At
least one PDO producer sells its Bitto in its online store at a price that is similar to that of
Historical Rebel, possibly to take advantage of consumers that do not know the difference
between the two cheeses.
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6. Production volumes, distribution, and promotion
The production of PDO Bitto amounts to about 19,580 wheels (see Figure 7). The product is
distributed by national and international retailers. Historical Rebel Bitto is mainly distributed
through specialised retailers in Lombardy and a few other large Italian cities (i.e. Rome,
Florence, and Turin). Production is approximately 3,000 wheels, which is much smaller
compared to PDO Bitto. As highlighted in the previous section, its price is however much higher.
As also highlighted above, the Heritage Bitto Centre, hosted in the Casera, serves as an
important platform for the Rebel’s promotional storytelling strategy. The centre hosts an
experiential showcase for cheese tasting and a point of sales of Bitto of various ages and other
local products. Customers visiting the centre can buy young cheeses to be stored in the Casera
to age. Furthermore, they can ask for the dedication of a wheel (see Figure 8).

N. of Wheels

Figure 7 – Production volumes of PDO Bitto

Source: CLAL, available at http://www.clal.it/index.php?section=bitto#produzioni
Bitto is promoted through trade fairs and events, which sometimes constituted one of the
battlefields of the Bitto wars. The historical Mostra del Bitto (Bitto exhibition, first edition in
1907) like other events of this kind has become an experiential festival whose programme
includes not only a traditional trade fair with cheese vendors, but also tastings, street food
shows, visits to historical buildings, and many other activities. The 2017 edition had a record
attendance of 40,000 visitors (80% from outside the Sondrio province) and counted more than
100 exhibitors with a program of 100 side events. While the name is still associated to Bitto,
the event showcases the entire food and wine offer of Valtellina. The PDO Bitto is at home here,
and the Rebels have long deserted this event that does not provide enough visibility to their
production philosophy.
Historical Rebel Bitto uses other trade fairs as promotional platforms. These include, the Sagra
del Bitto (Bitto Festival), a small local fair which takes place in the municipality of Gerola, and
more importantly the promotional events organised by the Slow Food movement: the Salone
del Gusto in Turin and the Cheese! fair in Bra. The announcement of the new Bitto name Storico
Ribelle took place at the Salone del Gusto in September 2016. At Slow Food events, only heritage
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producers are allowed, at being a Slow Food Presidium put Historical Rebel Bitto in a position
of high visibility.
Figure 6 – Dedicated Historical Bitto wheels

Source: https://www.formaggiobitto.com/en/bitto-centre/dedicated-cheeses
Historical Rebel Bitto uses other trade fairs as promotional platforms. These include, the Sagra
del Bitto (Bitto Festival), a small local fair which takes place in the municipality of Gerola, and
more importantly the promotional events organised by the Slow Food movement: the Salone
del Gusto in Turin and the Cheese! fair in Bra. The announcement of the new Bitto name Storico
Ribelle took place at the Salone del Gusto in September 2016. At Slow Food events, only heritage
producers are allowed, at being a Slow Food Presidium put Historical Rebel Bitto in a position
of high visibility.
Social media have played an important role in the Rebel’s communication activities. An official
blog, I Ribelli del Bitto (the Bitto’s Rebels, https://ribellidelbitto.blogspot.com/), has played a
central role during the rebellion and was the primary communication tool used to raise
awareness on the conflict and highlight differences between historical Bitto and the PDO
Consortium’s one. It also diffuses news and articles about other local issues and initiatives. The
Rebels also animate an official Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/StoricoRibelle/)
with slightly less than 10,000 followers, which share news and information about events,
festivals, and safeguarding activities. The cheese also has an Instagram account
(@storicoribelle), followed by more than 1,500 users, which contains 79 posts and has not been
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updated since 2018. Based on the number of likes, comments, and sharing observed, the two
social media pages show a limited level of online engagement and participation.
The C.T.C.B. too promotes Bitto and other cheeses through social media platforms. The official
Facebook page of the Consortium counts about 3800 likes and it shows a low level of users’
engagement (the average number of likes is about 30), while the Twitter account has only 25
followers and looks abandoned since January 2018.
7. Impacts
The Rebel’s activities, supported by Slow Food, have contributed to safeguard the traditional
cheesemaking productive know-how and practices of the Bitto valleys, which risked being
abandoned in favour of more industrialised production methods. Economic incentives for milk
producers of autochthonous animal breeds and heritage cheesemakers contribute to the
survival of heritage products and transmission to the new generation of heritage skills. Without
sufficiently high prices to compensate for their higher costs, the production of historical Bitto
would have risked disappearing as traditional cheesemakers would have possibly been driven
out of business or converted to more industrialised production methods to reduce their costs.
From an economic point of view, the Società Valli del Bitto Spa had in 2015 revenues for
€450,770 and costs for €445,420 (last data avaible). When considering other cost items and
taxes, this led to a loss of €16.120. This economic loss, however, does not take into account the
positive externalities created in upstream stages of the supply chain (cheesemaking, animal
breeding and milk production). Part of these losses are generated by the interests on the bank
load to finance the Val Gerola casera. According to the Rebel, the interests are caused by the
lack of support of public institutions that forced privates to fund an investment of public utility.
The Società Valli del Bitto’s social-environmental report for 2015 illustrates data from a
comparative analysis that Slow Food carried out based on an extended sample of Presidia. The
Bitto Storico has excellent evaluations on all criteria considered, and according to Slow Food is
one case of excellence at international level. We report in full these considerations.
“The Presidium has involved a relevant number of young people to work in high-mountain
pastures: many producers decided to keep staying in the business and continue producing
cheese, including a very young woman who is 18 years old. The most aged Bitto wheels are
often awarded prize during contests. The relationships between producers are very strong,
thanks to the years of fight sustained by the association Valli del Bitto which has united them
to affirm the historicity of their cheese and the necessity to distinguish it from other valleys’
production, made with cows fed also with fodder. Ten years after the establishment of the
Presidium, historical Bitto producers have a thick network of external relationships that sustain
them, and not only for the commercialization of their products. The same corporation that
manages collectively the aging of the historical bitto is composed of sympathizing shareholders
who not only purchase cheese, but sustain the management of the casera. The items referred to
the agro-environmental sustainability grow significantly and quickly, thanks to product
specifications that require the respect of the traditional milk processing, natural feeding on the
pastures, rotated pasture, conservation of autochthonous breeds of cows and goats, as well as
the absolute exclusion of ferments and fodder on the pastures. The main contributions to the
economic sustainability scale are given by the realization of a collective aging facility (to which
producers confer 50% of production), the acquisition of autonomy in the sale of Bitto (before
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the Presidium, producers used to sell to large traders/refiners), the improvement of product
quality (which is aged after a selection of the best wheels) and even the development of creative
commercial proposals (who wants a Bitto wheel can ask for a personalized fire inscription, or
can use the casera as a cheese bank by purchasing a fresh wheel and leaving it to age and
retrieve it later or resell it to the Consortium). The small reduction in the number of producers
(from 16 to 14) is compensated by the growth in price which improves not only as price per
kilo, but also because the collective aging mechanism and the company managing it, to which
the association of producers adheres, makes it possible to obtain profits at the end of every
year.
8. Concluding remarks
Tensions and conflicts always exist inside collective actors such as consortia, trade associations.
In the case of geographical indications, tensions are triggered by the necessity to agree upon a
common production specification. This results in a standardisation of production processes
that can penalise heritage-consistent producers. In her work on food heritage, Grasseni (2011,
2012, 2017) observes that the preservation of cultural heritage is at least to some extent a
political and ideological game made of moves and countermoves and unstable partnerships
with other producers and various other stakeholders: a chess game that is played over extended
period of time and with uncertain results. When tensions escalate to become full-fledged wars,
there can be both positive and negative consequences. Positive outcomes for the Rebels
included, at the cultural level, the safeguarding of their know-how and traditional production
methods; at the social level, a sense of cohesion; and, at the business level, a clearer marketing
positioning as well as the possibility to charge higher prices that compensate higher production
costs. Negative impacts have in this case included personal stress, the severing of some social
ties, legal troubles and expenses, the giving up of the benefits coming from belonging to a larger
producer collective and the possibility to legally use their historical name. Without the support
of Slow Food, the Rebels’ battle would have probably ended in a much different manner.
The Bitto case sheds light on possible image dynamics of the products protected by
geographical indications, which consumers tend to consider of good quality and more
traditional and authentic. Symbolic associations such as authenticity, respect of tradition, and
a link to a given territory find their origin in cultural epicentres (in our case, the Bitto valleys).
When the allowed geographical areas of production are enlarged, these associations are
transferred to other producers, who benefit economically from this favorable image without
having contributed to create it. Another way of saying this is that heritage producers localised
in cultural epicentres create image externalities that can benefit the entire producer collective
behind a geographical indication. Image externalities are thus generated by some producers
and exploited by others, and the costs and benefits of these image externalities are unevenly
distributed. Forms of compensations to heritage producers are therefore not unthinkable.
Product specifications allowing for different quality levels are a means to provide heritage
producers with a symbolic recognition and justify the premium price of their products. Other
producers – who might represent the majority of a geographical indication consortium – might
however resist this solution, fearing that it might cast a negative light on their products as
second-class alternatives.
Trade fairs and experiential showcases are immersive tools for storytelling and taste education.
The Rebels’ stopped exhibiting at the Morbegno dairy fair as their heritage Bitto was presented
together with other “Bitto-like” products in ways that made it difficult to highlight their
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specificities and justify their premium price. Other trade fairs, such as the Slow Food-organised
Cheese and Salone del Gusto, are events where their experiential storytelling can take place
together with producers who tell similar stories of respect of tradition and rebellion to
agribusiness logics, in a way to attract the right market segment. Experiential showcases like
the Bitto Centre can also serve as learning environments that permit to tell stories about a
product and its production methods in spectacular, engaging, and credible manners, thus
contributing to product meaning generation. Respect to temporary promotional events,
permanent showcases contribute to the establishment of territorial legitimacy.
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